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Abstract

The drive toward high energy density alternatives to Li-ion batteries has led to

great interest in energy storage materials not inherently constrained by the capacity

limits of the currently employed intercalation electrode materials. Among the alter-

natives under consideration are electrode materials with theoretical capacities many

times greater than intercalation electrodes, that store charge through so-called con-

version reactions. However, the significant structural changes that enable the high

theoretical capacity of conversion systems contribute to issues of poor efficiency and

short cycle life. To better understand cycling issues in conversion systems, we study

the local structure evolution of CoS2 during Li storage. Being metallic and potentially

capable of redox on both anion and cation sites, CoS2 would be expected to display

promise as a cathode material. Through combined ex situ X-ray absorption near-edge

spectroscopy and pair distribution function analysis from operando X-ray total scatter-

ing, we describe the reactions that take place over the first 1.5 cycles. In doing so,

we identify the irreversible formation of a Co9S8-like local structure with significantly

limited electrochemical activity as the primary source of capacity fade. The methods

employed here and the insights that emerge could inform the rational design of con-

version systems for electrochemical energy storage.
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1 Introduction

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are ubiquitous in portable electronics and increasingly impor-

tant for large-scale applications, such as grid-scale storage. While performance improve-

ments are still being achieved for well-studied intercalation-type electrode materials that

enable commercial LIBs, these improvements are incremental and approaching their phys-

ical limits.1 The push towards more significant gains in energy storage capacity has led

to interest in alternative battery systems, such as those storing charge through alternative

processes.2–5 Among these alternatives are materials that store charge by conversion,6,7

in which extensive chemical and structural changes result in much higher theoretical ca-

pacities than the layered transition metal oxides that enable commercial LIBs. However,

in practice conversion materials rarely achieve their theoretical capacity and tend to have

poor reversibility, efficiency, and cycle life.

Various strategies have been employed to overcome these issues conversion materials

face, especially particle engineering and the incorporation of specialty conductive addi-

tives or electrolyte formulations.8–11 Concurrently, efforts are being made to elucidate the

nature of charge storage in conversion-based electrochemical energy storage through de-

tailed studies of micro/nanostructure, atomic structure evolution with cycling.12–18 From

these, a general equation has been established to describe the first discharge reaction of a

compound MaXb (where M is a transition metal and X is an anion) with Li (Equation 1):6

MaXb + (bn)Li+ + (bn)e− → aM0 + bLinX (1)

In practice, there are subtleties in the discharge that neither this–nor any general reaction

scheme–capture. For example, there can be intermediate reactions during discharg and

asymmetric phase evolution pathways on charge, with the initial compound rarely being

recovered upon charge. Further, there are so many compounds that could store charge

through this mechanism;6 accordingly, it is challenging to anticipate the charge storage
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reaction(s) or performance of a conversion compound a priori.

To guide selection and design of promising conversion materials, we must first iden-

tify the impact of composition and structure on Li storage. Part of this understanding

comes from characterizing average and local structure evolution during cycling and re-

lating it to features of the electrochemical features. In particular, doing so over multi-

ple cycles is critical for materials with assymmetric discahrge and charge pathways and

can even illuminate structural and chemical sources of capacity fade.8,15,19,20 By sampling

structure–composition effects in various families of conversion compounds, we can begin

to illuminate the role of atomic species and initial structure on performance. This, in turn,

can guide the community toward inherently better systems and strategies to approach the

promise of high capacity conversion materials.

With this in mind, we consider the cycling performance, modes of charge storage, and

possible origins of capacity fade of CoS2 as a cathode material. CoS2 has the pyrite struc-

ture, which can be thought of as a face-centered cubic (fcc) sublattice of M2+, with each

M octahedrally-coordinated by disulfide units (S2−
2 ) [Figure 1(a)]. Drawing comparison to

our previously published findings for FeS2,20 we find these isostructural sulfides, only with

the difference of an extra electron on the transition metal, leads to surprising differences

in performance.

FeS2 and CoS2 were initially studied for use in high temperature molten-salt batteries

that operate at 350◦C and above, for which phase evolution is anticipated to follow the

ternary Li−M−S phase diagrams.24–27 For both compounds, this involves the formation of

Li2S and binary transition metal sulfides, such as Fe3S4 and Co3S4 (Figure 1), with final

discharge products of M and Li2S. For CoS2, complete discharge would involve reaction

with 4 mol Li (per mol CoS2) following Equation 2:

CoS2 + 4 Li+ + 4 e− → Co0 + 2 Li2S (2)

Based on the ternary phase diagram, if the first discharge followed equilibrium condi-
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Figure 1: (a) CoS2 (Pa3̄)21 is composed of an fcc lattice of Co2+ atoms (blue) octahedrally
coordinated by S2−

2 disulfides. (b) In Co3S4 (Fd3̄m)22 spinel, Co3+ and Co2+ are, respec-
tively, octahedrally- (blue) and tetrahedrally-coordinated (teal) by S. (c) In defect spinel
Co9S8 (Fm3̄m),23 Co has an average oxidation state of 1.78+ and is tetrahedrally- and
octahedrally-coordinated by S, with more tetrahedrally-coordinated Co than Co3S4.
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tions, it would occur in several conversion steps (Equations 3, 4, and 5), the first of which

would include an increase in Co oxidation state upon reducing S2
2.

CoS2 +
4

3
Li+ +

4

3
e− → 1

3
Co3S4 +

2

3
Li2S (3)

1

3
Co3S4 +

2

3
Li2S +

8

9
Li+ +

8

9
e− → 1

9
Co9S8 +

10

9
Li2S (4)

1

9
Co9S8 +

10

9
Li2S +

16

9
Li+ +

16

9
e− → Co0 + 2 Li2S (5)

The above reaction scheme is proposed for high temperature CoS2 and is extended

in this case to carbonate-based electrolytes. In the case of an ether-based electrolyte,

dissolution and enhanced redox activity of sulfur species would likely result in different or

additional reaction processes.

Recent ambient temperature studies of pyrites for energy storage focus on FeS2, which

has better inherent performance than CoS2. Such studies focus on structural evolution as

well as strategies to augment performace through, for example, the use of solid28 or ionic

liquid29 electrolytes. Despite the poor room temperature performance of CoS2 relative to

FeS2, improved performance of CoS2 has been demonstrated by employing particle engi-

neering and the addition of specialty carbons.9,30–33 Even so, these reports see significant

irreversible capacity in the first cycle and do not address the contributions of conductive

carbon additives and electrolyte decomposition reactions to capacity at low potentials.34

The few published studies investigating the cycling products of CoS2 rely on electron

microscopy and X-ray diffraction (XRD).32,35 Electron microscopy is useful for character-

izing changes in particle shape and morphology, as well as cycling, and can also provide

atomic structure insights.13,17,32,36,37 XRD is useful in tracking changes of crystalline phases,

but has limitations in studying conversion reactions, in which initially crystalline materials

quickly lose sufficient long-range order to be probed by XRD.16,19,36 For the complete pic-
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ture of conversion for an ensemble of particles, rather than the few that can be evaluated

with transmission electron microscopy (TEM), other local structure probes can provide

additional information. In particular, in or ex situ local structure methods including pair

distribution function (PDF), X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) have been critical in expanding our understanding of conversion-type

electrochemical reactions.8,12,14,15 For CoS2 in particular, Tao et al. observe changes not

captured by XRD in the local Co coordination environment of CoS2 with cycling using Co

K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES).33

Here, we investigate the structural evolution with cycling using PDF analysis from

operando X-ray total scattering and ex situ XANES, relating our findings to previous stud-

ies of this system, as well as our prior work on FeS2. We find atomic and nanostructural

phenomena that contribute to the drastic differences in performance of FeS2 and CoS2,

including distinct types of intermediate products and possible capacity fade mechanisms.

2 Methods

2.1 Ex situ Cell Assembly, Cycling, and Sample Preparation

Cycling was carried out in Swagelok cells with loose-powder electrodes of CoS2 (Sigma

Aldrich, 99.98%) and conductive carbon additive Ketjen Black (KB) (AkzoNobel EC-

600JD) in a 9:1 ratio by weight. Powders were ground by hand with an agate mortar

and pestle. 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate:dimethyl carbonate (EC:DMC) (1:1 ratio by

volume) electrolyte (Aldrich) and two glass fiber Whatman GFD separators were used. Li

metal served as both the counter and reference electrode in these half-cells. Cells were

assembled in an Ar glovebox and cycled galvanostatically at C/40 (Q/10), calculated for

the theoretical reaction of CoS2 with 4 mol Li in 40 h, with potential limitations of 1 V

and 3 V for discharge and charge, respectively. Cells were cycled using a Bio-Logic VMP-3.

Li−FeS2 cells were prepared and tested in the same manner, as described previously.20
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For ex situ XANES, loose-powder Swagelok cells were cycled to a specified potential or

capacity limit and disassembled in an Ar glovebox. The collected cathode powders were

washed with DMC and dried under vacuum. Dried powders were painted into homoge-

neous films on kapton tape and transported under Ar.

2.2 Ex situ XANES

Ex situ Co K-edge XANES was measured at 20-BM-B at the Advanced Photon Source at

Argonne National Laboratory for cells cycled at C/40, as described above. XANES spectra

were collected in transmission mode, calibrated to 7.709 keV,38 and normalized by align-

ing the E0 for each Co foil to a reference spectra. Data was deglitched, normalized, and

averaged using the open source program ATHENA.39

2.3 Operando PDF

Operando total scattering experiments were carried out at 11-ID-B at the Advanced Photon

Source at Argonne National Laboratory. A Perkins-Elmer amorphous Si-based area detector

enabled rapid-acquisition of X-ray scattering measurements with an X-ray wavelength of

0.2112 Å (about 58 keV). An AMPIX electrochemical cell40 was assembled in an Ar glove-

box with a free-standing film cathode composed of CoS2:graphite/VulcanC (1:1 ratio by

weight):polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) (70:20:10% by weight). The free standing film

cathode was 13 mm in diameter and about 160µm thick. The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF6 in

EC:DMC in a 3:7 ratio by volume, which soaked a GFD separator. Li metal served as both

the reference and counter electrode.

The cell was galvanostatically cycled with an applied current of 0.8228 mA for a C-rate

of about C/18 based on the reaction of 1 mol CoS2 with 4 mol Li, and with potential limits

of 1 V and 3 V. Due to constraints on acquisition time, faster cycling was used for operando

than for ex situ cycling to ensure the collection of PDF beyond the first cycle.
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The background contribution of the operando cell was collected for an AMPIX cell as-

sembled without a cathode. Experimental geometries were calibrated using CeO2 powder

and Fit2D freeware.41 Fit2D was also used to integrate 2D data from X-ray total scatter-

ing, which was collected every thirty minutes during cycling. From each set of integrated

data, the real-space PDF was calculated by the Fourier transform, with the structure fac-

tor accounting for the approximate Li content and a constant molar Co:S ratio of 1:2 and

with a qmax = 19 Å−1. Least squares methods were used to fit real space PDF data to known

structures using PDFgui.42 Crystal structure visualizations were prepared using VESTA 3.43

OriginPro was used to carry out linear combination analysis (LCA) of operando PDF

data. From least squares fitting of the initial material, the first discharge product, the first

charge product, and the fifth charge product, simulated patterns of refined local structures

were simulated and used as “components” to fit measured data using multiple linear re-

gression function analysis. The components were fit using least squares refinements in

which scale, lattice parameters, particle size (as spdiameter), and in some cases Uiso and

a correlated motion parameter, delta, were refined.

3 Results

3.1 Cycling of CoS2

Galvanostatic cycling of unoptimized loose-powder Swagelok cells shows two plateaus

over the first discharge and charge [Figure 2(a)]. As early as the second charge, however,

plateaus become much less well-defined, and there is significant capacity fade by the third

charge (Figure 2).

The dramatic contrast in capacity retention with cycling for CoS2 and FeS2 is unex-

pected given they are isostructural, have the same anion, and have a difference of only an

electron between the Fe and Co [Figure 2(b)]. Even so, FeS2 maintains a higher capacity

for longer, with capacity retention of 87.5% and 44.8% for the fifth and tenth cycles, re-
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Figure 2: (a) Galvanostatic cycling of loose-powder Swagelok cells of CoS2:Ketjen Black
(9:1 by weight) vs. Li show two plateaus on discharge and charge. Later cycles are shown
as increasingly broken lines, as labeled. The second charge has much less well-defined
plateaus and the third charge has significant capacity fade. (b) Capacity per cycle shows a
marked difference in capacity retention and the nature of capacity fade: gradual for FeS2

(red) and primarily upon charge for CoS2 (blue).
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spectively, and the nature of the capacity fade is different from that of CoS2. FeS2 loses

some capacity every cycle, with most of the discharge capacity recovered on charge. In

contrast, CoS2 suffers significant capacity fade in the first few charges with <1% capacity

retention by the fifth cycle. Further, the capacity is overwhelmingly lost due to irreversibil-

ity upon charge.

3.2 Ex situ XANES

Ex situ Co K-edge XANES was carried out at various states of charge to probe the oxidation

state and local environment of Co during the cycling of secondary Li−CoS2 cells. Halfway

through the first discharge (at the end of the first plateau [yellow in Figure 3(a)]), the

edge shifts to lower E relative to CoS2 and a pre-edge peak develops. The pre-edge fea-

ture indicates the presence of tetrahedrally-coordinated Co, arising from the allowed 1s

to 3d transition, which is disallowed in octahedral coordination environments.44,45 With

continued reduction, a product partway through the second plateau of the first discharge

maintains the pre-edge peak at 7.709 keV, indicating tetrahedrally-coordinated Co is still

present [green in Figure 3(a)]. Additionally, the decreased slope of the edge indicates the

reduction of Co. At the end of discharge, the near-edge features are similar to those of Co,

but differ from the bulk metal [blue in Figure 3(a)]. This is in agreement with our previous

observations for the Fe metal clusters formed at the end of the first discharge of FeS2.20

During the first charge, the intermediate and charge products have a pre-edge peak,

intermediate slopes, and an edge step similar to the intermediates of the first discharge

[yellow in Figure 3(b)]. The charge product has a slightly larger step height and the edge

is shifted to higher E, indicating more oxidized Co than the intermediate.44 XANES reveals

that CoS2 does not form upon charge.

During the second discharge, there are only minor changes to the edge, pre-edge,

and post-edge, including slight shifts of the edge to lower E with reduction [Figure 3(c)].

XANES also shows Co metal, even as small disordered clusters, is not the majority product
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Figure 3: (upper panel) The first 1.5 cycles of Li−CoS2 cells stopped at various states of
charge, as marked, and (lower panel) the Co K-edge XANES of CoS2 and at each state of
charge. The colors of the lines in the lower panel correspond to the colors of the shapes
in the upper panel. The most notable evolution is the pre-edge peak at intermediate and
charged states in [(a) and (b)] the first cycle and throughout (c) the second discharge,
which indicates tetrahedrally-coordinated Co.
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of the second discharge, in contrast to the first discharge.

From XANES, we see changes in the local coordination environment of Co during

the first cycle. In particular, we see intermediates and a first charge product with some

tetrahedrally-coordinated Co. The first discharge product has Co metal, but in sufficiently

small and disordered clusters that the XANES is unique from that of bulk Co. During the

second discharge, however, there are only minor changes the local environment of Co,

despite an appreciable measured capacity of about 2 mol Li per mol CoS2, and XANES

indicates the presence of Co tetrahedrally- and octahedrally-coordinated by S throughout

the second discharge. This is suggestive of a spinel-like local structure, such as Co3S4 or

Co9S8.

3.3 Operando PDF Data and Least Squares Analysis

PDF data from X-ray total scattering was collected for a Li−CoS2 cell during 10 cycles at a

rate of about C/18 (based on the reaction of 4 mol Li per mol CoS2 in 18 h). The electro-

chemical curves from the AMPIX cell are consistent with those measured for loose-powder

Swagelok cells, with slightly less well-defined plateaus on the first discharge [Figure 2 and

Figure 4(a)]. Significant capacity fade in the first three cycles was also similar to ex situ

cycling. Following we discuss the local structure evolution during the first 1.5 cycles and

structural analysis at specific states of charge.

The pristine material [Figure 4(i)] is fit well to CoS2 before cycling (Rw = 0.137) [Fig-

ure 5(a), Table 1]. Over the first plateau of the first discharge [Figure 4(i) to (ii)] there is

conversion from CoS2 to a new local structure. Also, the decrease in intensity of correla-

tions at higher r indicates a decrease in the domain size and crystallinity of the intermedi-

ate and discharge products relative to micron-sized particles of CoS2 before cycling. Using

the dashed lines that mark the first four major peaks of CoS2 for reference, from (i) to

(ii) a shoulder at higher r develops on the first peak, the second and third peaks shift to

higher r, and the fourth peak decreases in intensity. Over the remainder of the discharge,
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another local structure evolves [Figure 4(ii) to (iii)], highlighted by the disappearance of

the first peak and a shift to a correlation at higher r with increased intensity near the first

dashed line. Also, from (ii) to (iii) the intensity at the second dashed line decreases and

the correlation near the third dashed line continues to shift to higher r. Comparing the

PDF data in Figure 4(b) at (i), (ii), and (iii), we see two steps in the local structure evolu-

tion over the first discharge. These changes are consistent with our findings from ex situ

Co K-edge XANES over the first discharge, which also suggests distinct intermediate and

first discharge products.

In fitting PDF data of poorly crystalline materials, a few caveats should be considered:

the structures we describe (Table 1) do not occur as bulk phases; we capture the features

of the local structure, but there are residual differences; residual correlations leave the

possibility of deviations from the structures we report; and fitting parameters required for

this type of analysis can be highly correlated. Even so, through least squares fitting we

identify local structure motifs at various states of charge that aid in understanding the

observed performance of CoS2 under these cycling conditions, especially in combination

with linear combination analysis (LCA) and Co K-edge XANES.

Table 1: Table of structures used to fit PDF before cycling, at the first discharge, and at
the first charge [Figure 5(a), (b), and (c)]. Lattice parameters (lp) from the literature and
refined here, as well as the percent difference between them, are provided for each fit.

before cycling discharge charge
fit to CoS2

21 Li2S46 tet Co47 hcp Co48 Co3S4
22 Co9S8

23

lp a (Å) a (Å) a (Å) c (Å) a (Å) c (Å) a (Å) a (Å)

published 5.5385 5.7600 8.4244 4.4557 2.5054 4.0893 9.4055 9.9280
refined 5.5299 5.7004 8.6246 4.5572 2.5103 4.1311 9.5133 9.7940

% difference −0.155 −1.035 2.377 2.277 0.196 1.023 1.146 −1.350

The local structure features of the first discharge product can be captured by a combi-

nation of Li2S and small clusters of Co metal [Figure 5(b)]. Both hexagonal close packed

(hcp) Co (P63/mmc, ICSD collection code 4499048) and tetragonal (tet) Co (P42/mnm,

ICSD collection code 16572547)(Table 1) are required to capture the local correlations,
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Figure 4: (a) The first 1.5 cycles of a operando Li−CoS2 cell and (b) the PDF data collected
during the first discharge [(i) to (iii)]. Dashed lines correspond to the first four prominent
correlations of CoS2, highlighting changes in positions and intensities of peaks over the
first discharge.

which do not quite resemble more typical hcp or fcc structures of Co. The tet Co is based

on the sigma phase, a brittle alloy that can act as a crack nucleation site in welded stainless

steels.49 This phase has not been experimentally observed and is predicted to be energet-

ically unfavorable.47 We do not observe this structure as a bulk phase, though we do find

the local correlations of calculated tet Co capture the measured local structure of the dis-

charge product. It is possible this structure is descriptive of disordered, nanoscale clusters

of Co, or else the interface between hcp Co clusters and Li2S. The observation of disor-

dered metal clusters at the end of a conversion reaction discharge, as we find here, has

been reported for a number of other systems employing local structure methods.15,19,20 A

three-phase fit of the PDF data with Li2S and ≈20 Å clusters of hcp and tet Co captures the

local structure features of the first discharge product [Figure 5(b), Table 1].

The first charge of operando PDF takes place over two plateaus and involves significant

changes to the local structure [Figure 6(iii) to (v)], suggestive of two reactions, one over

each plateau. We see a new correlation near the first dashed line at lower r over the first
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Figure 5: (a) The PDF data before cycling is fit to CoS2 (Pa3̄). (b) PDF data for the
first discharge product it fit by Li2S and Co metal. The contributions of Li2S (Fm3̄m)
as well as hcp (P63/mmc) and tet Co (P42/mnm) are shown. Damping corresponds to
particle diameters of about 45 Å for Li2S and 20 Å for Co. (c) PDF data of the first charge
product is fit to Co3S4 (Fd3̄m) and Co9S8 (Fm3̄m) with particle diameters of about 30 Å.
(The fits shown here were refined using least squares methods, for multi-phase fits, the
contributions of each phase are shown.)
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plateau, as well as changes in the position and intensity of correlations near the second

and third dashed lines [Figure 6(b)(iii) to (iv)]. Local correlations near the dashed lines

also highlight changes over the second plateau of the first charge [Figure 6 (iv) to (v)].

The charge product [Figure 6(b)(v)] has a local structure distinct from that of CoS2, which

is highlighted by the dashed lines that mark the positions of the first four major correla-

tions for CoS2. The local structure of the first charge product can be fit by a combination

of Co3S4 and Co9S8 [Figure 5(c), Table 1]. Given the combination of octahedrally- and

tetrahedrally-coordinated Co in these phases (Figure 1), PDF and ex situ XANES analyses

are in agreement.

Figure 6: (a) The first 1.5 cycles of a operando Li−CoS2 cell and (b) the PDF data collected
during the first charge [(iii) to (v)]. Dashed lines correspond to the first four prominent
correlations of CoS2 and are referenced in the text to highlight changes in the positions
and intensities of peaks over the first charge, as well as to emphasize that CoS2 is not
recovered upon charge.

Similar to the first charge, the second discharge takes place over two plateaus [Fig-

ure 7(a)(v) to (vii)], although these are less well-defined and more sloped than those of

the first charge. Over the higher potential plateau, centered at about 2.5 V, changes in

the local structure are subtle [Figure 7(v) to (vi)] and the local structure at the end of
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the second discharge [Figure 7(b)(vii)] is different from that of the first discharge product

[Figure 4(b)(iii)]. Even so, changes to the local structure below 5 Å are relatively minor,

in agreement with XANES data, which shows only subtle changes in the local coordination

environment of Co over the second discharge.

Figure 7: (a) The first 1.5 cycles of operando Li−CoS2 cell and (b) the PDF data col-
lected during the second discharge [(v) to (vii)]. Dashed lines correspond to the first four
prominent correlations of CoS2 and are included to highlight changes in the positions and
intensities of low r correlations over the second discharge.

In cycling beyond the second charge, the local correlations in the operando PDF data

are relatively unchanged as the capacity quickly fades. The discharge and charge products

of the third and later cycles are nearly identical (Figure 8). PDF of the fifth charge prod-

uct is fit by 45 Å diameter particles of defect spinel Co9S8 and 60 Å diameter particles of

disordered Li2S (Figure 9).

3.4 Linear Combination Analysis of Operando PDF Data

PDF data was collected at 50+ states of charge over multiple cycles, each with at least

two local structures required to capture correlations. As mentioned, in least squares fitting

of this type of data, multiple refinement parameters [lattice parameter, Uiso, correlation

18



Figure 8: PDF data of discharge (red) and charge products (blue) of the first four cycles.
Beyond the second cycle, changes in the PDF are negligible and capacity is low.

parameters (delta), and particle diameter (as spdiameter)] can be correlated, especially

for multiple phases, adding complexity as well as uncertainty to refinements. To avoid

over-fitting data, LCA was used to qualitatively visualize the evolution of contributions

from multiple local structures during cycling.

LCA in combination with principle component analysis (PCA) has previously been em-

ployed for the efficient analysis of PDF data from in situ and operando electrochemical

cycling experiments.50 From comparing PDF data to simulated pairwise correlations of

known phases and fitting data at various states of charge, we had a general idea of the

local structures that could be present throughout cycling. Accordingly, we used local struc-

ture patterns from least squares fits at more well-defined (fewer phases) states of charge

as the “components”, rather than defining them from PCA.

For our components, we used fits to data before cycling to CoS2; the first discharge

product to Li2S and a combination of hcp and tet Co; the first charge to Co3S4 and Co9S8;
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Figure 9: PDF data of the fifth charge product is fit to Co9S8 (particle diameter 45 Å) and
Li2S (particle diameter 60 Å). The contributions of each local structure and the difference
between the data and fit are shown.
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and the fifth charge product to Co9S8 and Li2S. From these, CoS2 fit before cycling; Li2S,

hcp Co, and tet Co fit to the first discharge product; Co3S4 fit to the first charge product;

and Co9S8 fit to the fifth charge product were simulated and used as the components for

LCA.

LCA with all of the components resulted in non-physical negative weightings at some

states of charge. Accordingly, certain components were excluded from LCA for these states

of charge, in which case various subsets of components were evaluated for LCA. In partic-

ular, only one spinel-like local structure (Co9S8) was used for LCA of the first discharge.

Also, the component weightings are not representative of phase fraction, but do aid in

visualizing the production or consumption of a local structure with cycling. For example,

for the first discharge product, LCA shows a 2:1 ratio of Co metal to Li2S, whereas we

expect a 1:2 molar ratio based on Equation 1. Additionally, at the beginning of cycling

LCA shows about 15% weighting of tet Co [Figure 10(left)] even though least squares re-

finement shows a good fit for CoS2 alone [Figure 5(a)]. This is likely a consequence of

the disordered nature of tet Co relative to the other components, which could cause it to

be artificially weighted to minimize residuals. Despite the limitations this illustrates, we

find good agreement of trends of local structure evolution from LCA with electrochemical

features (Figure 10), least squares analysis of PDF data, and XANES.

Over the first plateau of the first discharge, LCA shows the formation of a Co9S8-like

local structure at the expense of CoS2 [Figure 10(left)]. Over the second plateau of the first

discharge, Co9S8 and the remaining CoS2 are react with Li to form Co metal clusters and

Li2S [Figure 10(left)]. During the first charge, LCA shows the formation of Co9S8 at the

expense of Co metal and Li2S over the first plateau [Figure 10(center)]. Over the second

plateau, Li2S and some Co9S8 are consumed during the formation of Co3S4. However, at

the end of charge, there are still contributions of Co9S8.

The weightings of Co3S4 and Co9S8 are fairly constant over the first plateau of the

second discharge, corresponding to about 1 mol Li per mol CoS2 [Figure 10(right)]. As the
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Figure 10: LCA shows the trends in structural evolution over the first 1.5 cycles of operando
PDF. The weighting of components (right y-axis) is shown as a function of Li content and
we see changes in ratios that correspond to the features of the potential curve (black, left
y-axis). Blank spaces are due to beam outages during the measurement.

second discharge continues, Co3S4 is consumed during the formation of Co9S8. Over the

lower plateau, some Co9S8 is converted to Co metal and Li2S. At the end of the second

discharge, however, about half of the Co9S8 that formed intermediately remains.

An unexpected feature of LCA is the rather constant weighting of Li2S over the second

discharge, which we would anticipate to increase with reduction [Figure 10(right)]. This

might indicate the incorporation of Li into the sulfide spinels, which has been reported for

Co3O4 and other oxide spinels.51 However, confirming this for Co9S8- or Co3S4-like local

structures would require a more targeted study.

LCA of subsequent charge and discharge products shows the weighting of Co9S8 staying

fairly constant over each cycle (Figure 11). The accumulation of Co9S8 is concurrent with

a fade of capacity to about 0.2 mol Li per mol CoS2 ( 0.13 mol Li per mol Co9S8). This

fade in capacity is accompanied by only subtle changes in the weighting of local structure

components beyond the second charge (Figure 11).

4 Discussion

For conversion reaction electrode materials, the utility of combining local structure meth-

ods to understand the nature of charge storage or capacity fade has been established.
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Figure 11: LCA of the cathode before cycling and at each discharge and charge from
operando PDF summarizes the products of each cycle. After the second charge, the capacity
significantly fades and the product is primarily composed of Li2S and Co9S8.

With this in mind, we supplement previous studies of CoS2 for Li-based electrochemical

energy storage. Optimization through nanostructuring and modification with conductive

carbon have been previously reported, as have structural evolution studies using XRD,

TEM, or XAS. For the first time, we combine X-ray PDF from total scattering with Co K-

edge XANES and are able to better understand the modes of charge storage and capacity

fade for CoS2 cycled under these conditions. At elevated temperatures or with ether-based

electrolytes, the processes likely vary. LCA of PDF data enables us to qualitatively de-

scribe local structure evolution with cycling, especially relating electrochemical features

with structure changes. While LCA as used here is quantitatively limited, in combination

with least squares fits of PDF data as well as XANES at specific states of charge, we shed

light on the nature of reactions during charge storage and propose failure modes based on

our analyses.
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First Discharge

Results of least squares fitting of the initial active material and the first discharge product

are consistent with expectations based on the conversion reaction model, following Equa-

tion 2. Some caveats for CoS2, however, are that the products that form are not crystalline,

but rather are disordered local structures that resemble those crystalline phases. In par-

ticular, we find the metal that forms at the end of discharge is disordered and has small

domains, on the order of nanometers. The pairwise correlations of these domains are cap-

tured in least squares fitting using a combination of stable hcp and a metastable tetragonal

Co with particle diameters on the order of 10 Å to 20 Å. LCA shows that Li2S and a spinel-

like local structure, captured by the Co9S8-like component, form intermediately during the

first discharge. Both the intermediate and discharge products from operando PDF data,

analyzed by least squares and LCA, are in agreement with Co K-edge XANES, which has

a pre-edge feature indicating the presence of tetrahedrally-coordinated Co intermediately

and an edge similar to, but distinct from, bulk Co metal at the end of the first discharge.

These findings differ from proposed reaction schemes in the literature that suggest CoS2

initially intercalates Li to form LixCoS2 over the first plateau before conversion to Co and

Li2S over the second.35 While it is possible a modest amount of Li may be accommodated

by CoS2 before the nucleation of other local structures, the intercalation over the first

plateau, accounting for 1.5 to 2 mol Li per mol CoS2, is unlikely. This conclusion is drawn

by Yan et al. based on the absence of new peaks in in situ XRD during the first discharge,35

but it has since been established that conversion reaction products typically lack sufficient

long-range order to be detected using XRD.15,19,36 In our PDF data, we see changes in

the local structure during the first half of the first discharge, but they are more extensive

than we would expect for the intercalation of Li into CoS2. As discussed, Co tetrahedrally-

coordinated by S, as apparent in ex situ XANES, suggests more extensive structural changes

take place during the first discharge than would be expected for an intercalation-type

lithiation mechanism. Tao et al. see a similar pre-edge feature in Co K-edge XANES
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partway through the first discharge of CoS2.33

First Charge

During the first charge, LCA shows the conversion of Li2S and Co metal to Co9S8 in the first

half of the discharge. Over the second plateau, Li2S continues to be consumed as Co3S4

begins to form. Some Co9S8 is also consumed in favor of Co3S4, resulting in a combination

of Co3S4-, Co9S8-, and Li2S-like local structures at the end of the first charge. The presence

of tetrahedrally-coordinated Co in these spinel and defect-spinel structures are consistent

with XANES partway through and at the end of the first charge. Least squares fitting of the

first charge product also shows a combination of Co3S4- and Co9S8-like local structures.

Neither XANES nor PDF suggest the formation of CoS2 upon charge. The original com-

pound not being reformed on charge is expected based on previous studies of conversion

systems.15,19,20

Second Discharge

Over the first plateau of the second discharge, LCA shows conversion of Co3S4 to Co9S8.

Over the second plateau of the second discharge, Co and Li2S form at the expense of some

of the Co9S8, but the spinel-like structure persists through the second discharge. While

we expect primarily Co metal and Li2S, the apparent persistence of Co9S8 seen in LCA is

consistent with the predominance of spinel-like features we see in XANES for the second

discharge product.

The consistency of XANES over the second discharge despite reaction with over 3 mol

Li leaves is intriguing. Spinel transition metal oxides, especially of the form M3O4 such

that M = Mn, Fe, or Co, have been found to accommodate some Li through the migration

of M from tetrahedral to octahedral sites during lithiation.51–54 Also, other oxide spinels

have been extensively studied as intercalation electrodes, among them Li4Ti5O12. In a
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study of the local coordination and oxidation state of Ti in Li4Ti5O12 by * et al., they found

the Ti K-edge underwent only subtle changes with cycling.55 Based on behavior in oxides,

is is possible that Li could be accommodated into the thiospinel structures, and if this

happened, that the metal edge may have only minor changes. However, to conclude if

there is any host behavior by these or related thiospinels cannot be concluded from this

data or analysis and would require a more targeted study.

Later Cycling

PDF data over subsequent cycles shows that a decrease in the extent of structural changes

coincides with capacity fade. From the second charge and later, the weighting of Co9S8

is quite consistent. This suggests Co9S8 (or a spinel-like local structure) plays a role in

the capacity fade under the employed conditions (carbonate electrolyte, C/18 and slower

rates, room temperature, etc.). Co9S8 has been reported as a conversion electrode itself,

however, intentional incorporation of carbon additives as well as control of particle size

and shape are needed to realize useful capacity.9,31,32 Based on our results and previous

studies, the Co9S8-like local structure could be a poor Li+ or e− conductor. Alternatively,

volume expansion could result in particle fracture, rendering material electronically iso-

lated and, thus, electrochemically inactive.32 This would make sense based on other work

in which the liftimes of transition metal sulfides are improved by the careful incorporation

of conductive carbon additives and binders.33

In our prevoius work on FeS2, we found a correlation of capacity fade and the growth

and stabilization of Fe metal clusters.20 In combination with this study of CoS2, this sug-

gests that M and atomic structure are central factors impacting the extent and cause of

capacity fade. Despite having the same initial structure, we identify differences in the na-

ture of intermediate products and find the relatively rapid capacity fade of CoS2 coincides

with the irreversible formation of Co9S8, though it is not clear why the Co9S8-like local

structure is so detrimental to cycling.
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5 Conclusions

We have described the evolution of the local structure of the cathode in secondary Li−CoS2

cells based on ex situ XANES and operando PDF data, which is summarized in Figure 12.

We find cycling products have poor crystallinity, but the observed local structures can be

modeled based on known binaries within the Li−Co−S ternary phase diagram. Other

deviations from equilibrium products could involve thiospinels Co3S4 and Co9S8 accom-

modating Li, as has been observed for related oxide spinels, but this cannot be confirmed

without further study.

Figure 12: Based on the local structure characterization and analysis, we describe the re-
actions that occur upon reaction with Li in initial and later cycling relative to the reactions
predicted by the equilibrium phase diagram.

On the first discharge, CoS2 is converted to Li2S and cobalt sulfide spinel, resembling

Co9S8, and then to Li2S and Co. In our PDF analysis, some equilibrium hcp Co is present,

but there are also correlations captured by a metastable, tetragonal Co structure based on

the sigma phase,47,49 which could be reflective of disordered Co at the interface between

hcp metal clusters and Li2S. Over the first charge, we see conversion to Co9S8 and Co3S4

during oxidation, but CoS2 is not recovered. The second discharge follows the reverse of

the first charge, but without complete conversion to Co metal. With continued cycling,
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capacity fade is correlated with only minor structural changes, and thus a small composi-

tional range, as an electrochemically inactive product accumulates, which has a Co9S8-like

local structure.

We find differences in the reaction modes and local structure evolution of CoS2 rel-

ative to previously studied FeS2, which stores charge through mixed conversion and

intercalation-like modes. Also, while spinel-like products are associated with rapid ca-

pacity fade for CoS2, we find the eventual accumulation of Fe metal contributes to gradual

capacity fade for FeS2. For CoS2, we find the local structure evolution is similar to that

described by the ternary phase diagram, with deviations from the bulk phases, possibly to

metastable structures such as tet Co and Li-containing thiospinel derivatives.

This work highlights the role of local structure methods in understanding the observed

cycling behavior of conversion electrode materials. We identify modes of charge storage

distinct from other structurally and chemically related conversion materials. Additionally,

this work in combination with previous reports challenges some long-standing assump-

tions regarding the modes of charge storage and failure mechanisms that plague conver-

sion electrode performance. For example, the metal clusters that form with discharge are

apparently not the primary cause of capacity fade and irreversibility−in contrast to intu-

ition. Rather, for CoS2 capacity fade is associated with the formation of binary products

with local structures resembling Co4S4 and Co988. Further, the lack of long-range order of

cycling products does not necessarily contribute to poor cycling; rather, the formation of

relatively stable, electrochemically inactive intermediates appears to be more problematic

for capacity retention.

For a given conversion electrode material, the size and local structure of cycling prod-

ucts will vary with conditions of rate, temperature, initial particle size and morphology, as

well as choice of electrolyte−particularly for sulfides. We hope these findings drive further

understanding of transition metal sulfides for conversion-based energy storage, including

methods of selecting and screening promising candidates for high capacity secondary en-
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ergy storage.
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